




Ᏻᨻᮾᾏ࣭༡ᾏᆅ㟈 (1854ᖺ) ࡟ࡼࡿ኱㜰‴ᓊ࡛ࡢ⿕ᐖ 
̿ᦤὠᅜすᡂ㒆ఏἲᮧ㸦⌧࣭኱㜰ᕷṈⰼ༊㸧ࡢྐᩱ࡟ࡼࡿ㸫 
 
The Damage Caused by the Ansei Tokai and Nankai Earthquakes (1854) in the Region Along 
Osaka Bay. 







This report analyzes the damage caused by the Ansei Tokai and Nankai earthquakes in the region along Osaka Bay-
Dempo Village (now Konohana Ward, Osaka City). Dempo was situated by the Dempo River, which was one of the 
tributaries of the Yodo River. In Dempo, the damage to buildings was larger than in Osaka City. I estimated the seismic 
intensity at over 6㸩in Dempo, and 5㸩in Osaka City. The damage caused by the tsunami was minimal in Dempo. In 
Osaka City, many people who took refuge in boats, frightened by the earthquake, drowned in the tsunami. In Dempo, 
people also took refuge in boats, but then got out when the tsunami came. As the result no people drowned. 
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ᅗ 1 Ụᡞ᫬௦ᮎᮇࡢ኱ᆏᕷ୰࠾ࡼࡧ኱㜰‴ᓊࡢᆅᅗ 
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ᅗ 2 Ṉⰼ༊ఏἲ௜㏆ࡢᆅᅗ 
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